SURVEY POPULATION 2017-18
Students graduating in April and June 2018 were surveyed.

POPULATION DATA INFORMATION:
Out of 8 Bachelor’s degree recipients, post-graduation data was obtained 8 Graduates (100%).

POST-GRADUATION ACTIVITY 2017-18

100% of graduates are actively engaged
7 Graduates are employed full-time
0% of graduates are not actively engaged
1 Graduate is employed part-time

“Active engagement” is defined as any type of employment (including full-time, part-time, or temporary employment, self-employment, and post-graduate internships/fellowships); continuing education; or military service. Categories not included in active engagement are unemployed and seeking employment; not seeking employment, or volunteering.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
$30,000-$35,000 median salary based on 5 responses

NOTE: Data is self-reported and not fact-checked, median reported salary ranges are provided for informational purposes only.

86% were located employed in the state of Michigan

100% reported that their job was related to their degree

SAMPLE JOB TITLES AND EMPLOYERS
Interior Designer at Ernie Morris Enterprises
Interior Designer at Intersect Studio
Interior Designer at Michigan Tile and Carpet Design Assistant at Scholten Kitchen and Bath Architectural Technician at Schultz Architecture Project Coordinator at Singh Development Furniture Consultant at Art Van Selections Assistant at AVB

EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION

“While enrolled at WMU, did you participate in an experiential education activity?”

Students who responded to the survey were asked whether they “participated in an experiential education activity” (such as an internship, co-op, practicum, faculty-directed research, or other work experience related to their field of study) while enrolled at WMU.